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Yuming Ou, Longbing Cao and Chengqi Zhang

Abstract—Many real-life applications often involve multiple
sequences, which are coupled with each other. It is unreasonable
to either study the multiple coupled sequences separately or
simply merge them into one sequence, because the information
about their interacting relationships would be lost. Furthermore,
such coupled sequences also have frequently significant changes
which are likely to degrade the performance of trained model.
Taking the detection of abnormal trading activity patterns in
stock markets as an example, this paper proposes a Hidden
Markov Model-based approach to address the above two issues.
Our approach is suitable for sequence analysis on multiple
coupled sequences and can adapt to the significant sequence
changes automatically. Substantial experiments conducted on a
real dataset show that our approach is effective.

Index Terms—Multiple coupled sequences, Anomaly, HMM,
Adaptation, Stock market.

I. INTRODUCTION

TYPICAL sequence analysis [4], [9], [7], [1], [10] mainly
focuses on identifying patterns on one sequence. How-

ever, dealing with the real-life problems, we often have to
face multiple interacting sequences rather than only one single
sequence. For example, in stock markets there are three
coupled sequences including buy orders, sell orders and trades
by matching orders from both buy and sell sides. These three
sequences are coupled with each other in terms of many
aspects such as timing, price and volume. The interacting
relationships among them contain rich information which is
very valuable to stock market surveillance. As price manipu-
lators may deliberately place their buy orders and/or sell orders
and indirectly affect the trade price through manipulating the
interaction between them, the interaction is an important clue
to identifying stock price manipulations. If we study the three
sequences separately or simply merge them into one sequence,
the valuable information about their interacting relationships
would be of course lost.

In real-life applications, we also often face another issue
that is the significant changes in sequences. For instance, the
trading activities in stock markets change frequently due to
the investors’ sentiment and the external market environment,
resulting in the potential significant changes in the three
coupled sequences. Thus it is necessary for sequence analysis
methods to identify the significant changes and adapt to the
new environment.
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In this paper, we employ agent technology to develop a
pattern mining system to detect abnormal trading activity
patterns in the three coupled sequences including buy orders,
sell orders and trades. The system uses six Hidden Markov
Model(HMM)-based models to model the trading activity
sequences in different ways: three standard HMMs for model-
ing single sequences respectively; an integrated HMM model
combining all individual sequence-oriented HMMs; a Coupled
HMM reflecting coupled relationships among sequences; and
an Adaptive Coupled HMM to automatically capture the sig-
nificant changes of activity sequences. The above six HMM-
based models compete with each other. The outputs generated
by the best model are used as the final outputs of system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
the system framework in Section II. After Section III intro-
duces the modeling of trading activity sequences by HMM-
based methods, Section IV provides the approach to identify
abnormal activity patterns using six HMM-based models. The
model selection and evaluation are introduced in Section V,
and the experimental results are given in Section VI. Finally,
Section VII concludes this paper.

II. AGENT-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR DISCOVERING
ABNORMAL PATTERNS IN COUPLED SEQUENCES

To make our system autonomous, we use agent technology
to build the system. As shown in Figure 1, the system consists
of the following main agents: Activity Extraction Agent,
Anomaly Detection Agent, Change Detection Agent, Model
Adjusting Agent, and Planning Agent. They collaborate with
each other to find out the best model, and then deploy this
best one for activity pattern discovery. In particular, to adapt
to the source data dynamics, Change Detection Agent detects
changes in the outputs of CHMM, and then the Planning Agent
triggers the adjustment and retraining of the CHMM model
(More details are introduced in Section III-C).

III. MODELING ACTIVITY SEQUENCES BY HIDDEN
MARKOV MODEL-BASE METHODS

In this section, we first introduce the approaches to build
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [8], [5] for single activity
sequence and Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) [2],
[6] for multiple coupled activity sequences respectively, and
then improve the CHMM by adding an automatically adaptive
mechanism to it to create an Adaptive CHMM (ACHMM).
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Fig. 1. Agent-Based Framework for Identifying Abnormal Activity Patterns

A. Modeling Single Activity Sequence by HMM

To model the single activity sequences including buy-order,
sell-order and trade sequences separately, we build three
models HMM-B, HMM-S, and HMM-T for them based on the
standard HMM. The hidden states and observation sequences
of the three models are defined as follows:

• In model HMM-B, the hidden states Sbuy represent
the investors’ belief, desire and intention (BDI) on buy
side, Sbuy ={Positive Buy, Neutral Buy, Negative Buy}.
In model HMM-S, the hidden states Ssell denote the
investors’ BDI on sell side, Ssell ={Positive Sell, Neutral
Sell, Negative Sell}. In model HMM-T, the hidden states
Strade stand for the market states, Strade ={Market Up,
Market Down}. The exact values of the hidden states are
unknown, while they can change from one to another with
particular probabilities. For example, we cannot know the
investors’ BDI is Positive Buy, Neural Buy or Negative
Buy actually.

• The observation sequences IAbuy , IAsell and IAtrade

stand for the activity sequences of buy-order, sell-order
and trade respectively. The values of these activity se-
quences of buy-order, sell-order and trade can be ob-
served. In the following, we will detail the method for
constructing trading activity sequences.

The construction of trading activity sequences is based
on two concepts: activity (A) and interval activity (IA),
which involve human intention information including prices
and volumes in stock markets.

Definition 1: Activity (A) is an action (a) and it is associated
with BDI information (represented in p and v).

A = (a, p, v) (1)

a =





buy order, at time t
sell order, at time t

trade, at time t
(2)

p =
{

trade price, of trade at time t
order price, of buy or sell order at time t

(3)

v =
{

trade volume, of trade at time t
order volume, of buy or sell order at time t

(4)

Definition 2: Interval Activity (IA) represents the actions
and BDI information associated with the activity sequence

taking place during a window l (the window size is denoted
by w).

IAl = (Al, Pl, Vl,Wl) (5)

which is calculated as follows:

Al = {Al1, Al2, . . . , Aln} (6)

Pl =
∑n

i=1 pi

Wl
(7)

Vl =
∑n

i=1 vi

Wl
(8)

Wl = n (9)

where n is the number of activities in the window l.
In stock markets, orders normally do not last for more than

one day. Order are placed by investors after market opens and
are expired after market closes if they have not been traded.
Trades are also based on the orders placed on the same day
only. This market mechanism indicates that all orders and
trades on a same day are closely related. Thus we construct
the sequences for buy order, sell order and trades respectively
by grouping the IAs that fall into a same trading day together.

B. Modeling Multiple Coupled Activity Sequences by CHMM

In order to reflect the interacting relationship among the
three activity sequences, we use a CHMM consisting of three
chains of HMM to model the buy-order, sell-order and trade
processes together. As shown in Figure 2, the circles denote the
hidden states of the three processes while the squares stand for
their observation sequences. The three chains are fully coupled
with each other reflecting their interactions.

C. Adapting to Significant Activity Sequence Changes

In order to adapt the significant changes that often exist in
trading sequences, we involve multi-agent technology to en-
hance the CHMM, and form an agent-based adaptive CHMM
(ACHMM).

The adaptation of ACHMM is mainly based on the detection
of change between the current outputs of model and the
current benchmark. The current benchmark is defined as the
outputs generated after the last update of model. Three agents
contribute to the adaption: Change Detection Agent, Model
Adjusting Agent and Planning Agent. The Change Detection
Agent checks whether there is a significant difference between
the current outputs and the current benchmark based on
statistical test methods, for instance, t test. The significant
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Fig. 2. CHMM for Modeling Multiple Coupled Activity Sequences

difference suggests that there is a change in the trading
activities and the CHMM cannot model the trading activities
properly, therefore the model needs to be updated. Once the
change is detected, the Planning Agent will receive a notice
and trigger the Model Adjusting Agent to retrain the model.
The outputs generated after this update are the new current
benchmark.

IV. IDENTIFYING ABNORMAL TRADING ACTIVITY
SEQUENCES

After the models discussed above are trained, they can be
used to identify abnormal trading activity sequences. The basic
idea is to calculate the distances from the test sequences to the
centroid of model. If the distance of a sequence is larger than
a user-specified threshold, then the sequence is considered to
be abnormal.

The formulas to compute the centroid (µ) and radius (σ)
of model M ∈ {HMM-B, HMM-S, HMM-T, IHMM, CHMM,
ACHMM} are as follows:

µ =
∑K

i=1 Pr(Seqi|M)
K

(10)

σ =

√√√√ 1
K

K∑

i=1

Pr(Seqi|M))− µ (11)

where Seqi is a training sequence and K is the total number
of training sequences.

The distance Disti from a test sequence Seq
′
i to model M

is calculated by the following formula:

Disti =
µ− Pr(Seq

′
i|M)

σ
(12)

Consequently, Seq
′
i is an abnormal sequence, if it satisfies:

Disti > Distmax (13)

where Distmax is a given threshold.

V. MODEL SELECTION AND EVALUATION

There are six HMM-based models for modeling the trading
activity sequences in the system, including: 1) HMM-B: an
HMM on buy-order sequences only; 2) HMM-S: an HMM
on sell-order sequences only; 3) HMM-T: an HMM on trade
sequences only; 4) IHMM: an integrated HMM combining
HMM-B, HMM-S and HMM-T. The probability of IHMM is
the sum of the probability values of the three models. This
model does not consider the interactions among the three
processes; 5) CHMM: a Coupled HMM for trade, buy-order
and sell-order sequences, considering their interactions; and 6)
ACHMM: an Adaptive Coupled HMM which is able to adapt
to the significant changes in sequences automatically.

The selection of the best model amongst these candidates
is conducted by the Model Selection Agent. The selection
policies conducted by the agent are as follows.

Policy 1 selectBestModel
Rule 1: Select the X (X > 1) best candidate models by
evaluating the technical performance;
Rule 2: Select the best model from the X (X > 1) best
models by checking business performance.

The technical performance evaluation of model is based on
the following metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, specificity.
These four technical metrics measure the quality of the mod-
els. Furthermore, we introduce a business metric widely used
in capital markets to evaluate the business performance of
model. This business metric is return (R) [3], which refers
to the gain or loss for a single security or portfolio over a
specific period. It can be calculated by

R = ln
pt

pt−1
(14)

where pt and pt−1 are the trade prices at time t and t-1,
respectively. Empirically, the trading days with exceptional
patterns are more likely to incur higher daily return than those
without exceptional patterns.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our system is tested on a real dataset from a stock exchange,
which covers 388 trading days from June 2004 to December
2005. In the dataset, there are some trading days associated
with alerts that are generated by the surveillance system used
in that stock exchange. These alerts can be used to label the
data, that is, the data with alerts is labelled as true anomalies.
After labelling the data, we divide the whole dataset into two
parts: one is for training models and another is for testing
models.

Model HMM-B, HMM-S, HMM-T and IHMM are trained
by the standard Baum-Welch algorithm [8] respectively, while
model CHMM and ACHMM are trained by the algorithm pro-
posed in [2], which is similar to the Baum-Welch algorithm,
respectively. After these six models are trained, they are tested
on the test data. The Model Select Agent will choose the best
model in terms of their technical and business performance as
presented in Section V.
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Fig. 3. Technical Performance of Six Systems: Accuracy
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Fig. 4. Technical Performance of Six Systems: Precision
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Fig. 5. Technical Performance of Six Systems: Recall

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the technical performance of the
six models, where x axis (P -Num) stands for the number of
detected abnormal activity patterns, and y axis represents the
values of technical measures. Clearly ACHMM outperforms
the other five models under different window sizes (w).

In terms of the business performance, Figure 7 shows
the business performance of the six models, where y axis

represents the values of average daily return of trading days
in where abnormal activity patterns are detected. We can see
that ACHMM also outperforms the other five models under
different w.
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Fig. 6. Technical Performance of Six Systems: Specificity
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Fig. 7. Business Performance of Six Systems: Return

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK.

Many real-life applications, such as detecting abnormal trad-
ing activity patterns in stock markets, often involve multiple
coupled sequences. Typical existing methods mainly pay atten-
tion to only one single sequence. As the interacting relation-
ships among the multiple coupled sequences contain valuable
information, it is unreasonable to study the multiple coupled
sequences separately by those existing methods. Furthermore,
in practice such coupled sequences change frequently, which
greatly challenges the trained model.

Taking the detection of abnormal trading activity patterns
in stock markets as an example, this paper proposed a HMM-
based approach to address the above two issues widely existing
in real-life applications. Our approach caters for the sequence
analysis on multiple coupled sequences and also can be used
under the circumstances in which sequences change frequently.
Substantial experiments conducted on a real dataset show that
our approach is effective.

Our further work is on generalizing our approach for dealing
with other application problems, investigating the update of
existing sequence analysis methods for analyzing multiple
coupled sequences, and comparing them with our HMM-based
models.
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